MENTIS Announces the Release of Version
8.1.4
MENTIS releases the latest version of its data & application security platform with new features,
enhancing performance, flexibility across cloud & on-premise.
NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, December 19, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- MENTIS announces
the release of MENTIS 8.1.4. This robust new version
includes performance enhancements, adds new
methodologies, and extends support to new platforms.
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In data masking, MENTIS added new capabilities to secure sensitive data in:
•Cloud applications/SaaS software: a web proxy solution to enable enterprises to have
consistent on-premise and on-the-cloud data security. MENTIS now provides three different
solution approaches – web proxy, proxy redirect, and forward proxy.
•Mainframe: new capabilities that bring industry-leading dynamic data masking capability to
the mainframe.
•Masking: Translator for cross-border service incident management in production support and
maintenance.
Rajesh Parthasarathy, founder and CEO of MENTIS commented, “We passionately believe in
continual innovation (56 releases in the last 14 years) and we continue our mission of keeping
enterprise sensitive data safe - wherever it is along the information lifecycle - with products that
can get ahead of the challenges our customers face. The added capabilities featured in 8.1.4 in
sensitive data discovery and masking reinforce the leadership and commitment to innovation of
MENTIS in the enterprise data security space.”
Suresh Sundaram, Executive Director at MENTIS, added, “MENTIS is winning customer and

industry trust through the active deployment of solutions in complex and demanding
environments. To do business in the global economy requires enterprise customers in the US
and Europe to step up their security and compliance programs. They rely on MENTIS as a crucial
partner in their efforts, and MENTIS thrives on the challenge. This latest release brings new
functionality, added flexibility, and performance enhancements for compliance enforcement,
cross-border data access, test data management, and the securing of sensitive data in cloud
applications and data warehouses.”
ABOUT MENTIS
Founded in 2004, MENTIS was one of the first companies in a new data security market. Guided
by a visionary founder with a deep grounding in both business and technology, MENTIS
immediately began to innovate and has never since stopped. Known for its responsiveness to
the moving target that is risk and compliance, MENTIS continues to bring powerful products to
the market, the result of the company’s deep analysis of new trends in risk, and collaboration
with its customers to assess and weigh their current challenges.
The MENTIS platform comprises a comprehensive solution that protects sensitive data along its
lifecycle in the customer’s systems. Products provide capabilities from discovery, masking, and
monitoring to data retirement. Engineered with a unique, scalable architecture and built-in
separation of duties, MENTIS is the solution of choice to deliver comprehensive, consistent, and
reliable data and application security across data sources (mainframe, relational databases,
unstructured data, big data, on-premise, and cloud).
MENTIS helps protects the data of some of the most iconic industries and institutions in the
world. Our customer roster includes internet commerce pioneers and national airlines; higher
education institutions ranging from the Ivy League to Land Grant schools; international industrial
behemoths and retail giants; and global enterprises in the highly regulated financial services and
healthcare industries.
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